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2015-2016 Elementary Progress Report - Second Grade
Success for every student, every day

The purpose of this report card is to communicate your child's growth and achievement in reaching the
expectations of the Council Rock School District curriculum and the PA Core Standards.  Additionally, it
addresses your child's growth in demonstrating proficiency in the area of a successful learner. 
This Standards-Based Report Card seeks to convey whether students meet, exceed or are approaching
proficiency in skill and conceptual development of grade level standards.  It indicates skills and knowledge
your child has learned along with areas that need further development. It ensures that all students are
exposed to the same curriculum and learning appropriate for their grade level.  The report card allows
parents and students to understand more clearly what is expected at each grade level.  It measures how
well a student is doing in relation to the grade level standards, not the work of other students.

= Exceeds Standard/Expectation

I= Approaching the Standard/Expectation

= Not assessed this quarter

= Meets the Standard/Expectation
= Meets Expectation

= Improvement Needed

Successful Learner and Special Subject Area Indicators:
E

NA

A

M
M

Academic Skill Indicators:

Since all students don't develop at the same pace, and curriculum demands increase in complexity
throughout the year, parents should expect to see a variable pattern of growth towards proficiency.  In a
given marking period when a student demonstrates thorough understanding of grade level concepts and
skills, and consistently applies skills with accuracy and quality, he or she "Meets" the standard.  This is the
goal for all students in the Council Rock School District.

I = Improvement Needed

= Approaching the Standard/ExpectationA
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A SUCCESSFUL LEARNER - Mrs. Scheuer MP2 MP4MP1 MP3
  SELF-DIRECTED LEARNER
    Stays on task
    Keeps desk and materials organized
    Follows directions
    Completes tasks independently
    Seeks appropriate help
    Demonstrates initiative and effort
  RESPONSIBLE WORKER
    Completes classwork in the allotted time
    Completes homework
    Produces quality work
  COLLABORATIVE WORKER
    Works cooperatively
  RESPECTFUL CITIZEN
    Actively participates
    Follows school and class rules
    Respects others' rights, feelings, and property
    Demonstrates a positive attitude
    Exercises self-control
SUPPORT SERVICES RECEIVED - Mrs. Scheuer MP2 MP4MP1 MP3
    Specially designed instruction per IEP/GIEP
    Instructional Support
    Reading Support
    Math Support
    Math Enrichment
    Speech/Language Support
    504 Service Agreement
    English Language Learning
    Accommodation Checklist
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS - Mrs. Scheuer MP2 MP4MP1 MP3
  FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
    Knows and applies grade level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding
    Reads on-level texts with accuracy
    Reads on-level texts with fluency
  READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT
    Identifies main idea and supporting details in text
    Uses various text features to locate key facts or information
    Identifies the meaning of vocabulary in grade-level texts
  READING LITERATURE
    Identifies the main idea and key details of text
    Asks and answers questions using evidence from text
    Retells story to include story elements
    Identifies the meaning of vocabulary in grade-level texts



  WRITING
    Uses conventions accurately - spelling
    Uses conventions accurately - punctuation, capitalization
    Writes in organized manner
    Writes independently to convey ideas and information clearly
  SPEAKING and LISTENING
    Expresses ideas clearly in small and large groups
    Listens and responds appropriately
  RESEARCH
    Participates in shared research and writing projects
MATHEMATICS - Mrs. Scheuer MP2 MP4MP1 MP3
  OPERATIONS and ALGEBRAIC THINKING
    Knows basic addition and subtraction facts
    Represents and solves addition problems within 100
    Represents and solves subtraction problems within 100
  NUMBERS and OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN
    Uses place value concepts to:
    -Represent amounts of ones, tens and hundreds
    -Compares 3 digit numbers
    -Reads, writes, and skip counts to 1000
    -Add and subtract within 1000
  MEASUREMENT and DATA
    Measures and estimates lengths
    Tells and writes time to the nearest 5 minutes
    Solves problems and makes change using coins and paper currency
    Represents and interprets data using graphs
  GEOMETRY
    Identifies, analyzes, draws and divides shapes
SCIENCE - Mrs. Scheuer MP2 MP4MP1 MP3
    Demonstrates knowledge of information and concepts
    Uses inquiry to demonstrate understanding
SOCIAL STUDIES - Mrs. Scheuer MP2 MP4MP1 MP3
    Demonstrates knowledge of information and concepts
    Contributes relevant ideas
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ART - Mrs. Lynch MP2 MP4MP1 MP3
    Demonstrates skills and knowledge
    Demonstrates effort
MUSIC - Mrs. Bacak MP2 MP4MP1 MP3
    Demonstrates skills and knowledge
    Demonstrates effort
PHYSICAL EDUCATION - White, Lauren MP2 MP4MP1 MP3
    Demonstrates skills and knowledge
    Demonstrates effort
LIBRARY - Mrs. Weiss MP2 MP4MP1 MP3
    Children receive library services, but library is not assessed.
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